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Our mission to help the poor disenfranchised, persecuted, disabled and unemployed 
has lead us to dream about what we can do in our own neighborhood. The poor are 
everywhere and with today’s inflation and economy where it is, more families are 
falling through the cracks of life.
 
To help us with our mission we are looking at two projects for the first half of 2023.  Our 
REED Workshop Center, and Funds to Operate it.  Read on and see what king of dreams 
we have been given. They will be funded in the order listed unless otherwise directed.

REED WORKSHOP CENTER
 
We understand it is both an economic reality and education 
deficiencies in the folks we engage. People need money 
but they also need to learn how to earn it and what it takes 
to keep more of it.
 
With these concepts we are planning on launching our 
REED Workshop Center.  This will be a space in our 
building in downtown Jackson that the homeless and low-
income neighbors will be invited to become a part of, to 
begin to help themselves.  We are looking at programs for 
not only the elderly but single parents and the youth who are in need as well.
 
REED stands for Repurposing items, Environmentally friendly, Economically 
beneficial and Developing skills. We currently go to the interfaith Shelter and Jackson 
Friendly Home to engage their clients in projects that they are paid to make and that we add 
to our store inventory. 
 
Our store is located in the lobby of a former hotel, turned into low-income housing for 
seniors. Additionally, there are two additional senior housing complexes within a couple of 
blocks from our location, and some low-income family housing near-by.
 
Some products we want to create for the store need time and space which we do not have 
when we are at our partners locations.  Having a “center” we will have the tools and space to 
properly create sellable merchandise made by these folks in need.
 
Additionally, many of the folks we work with and are around have little to do most days.  
Mobility, transportation and just a lack of places to go means they are not stimulated and 
encouraged to keep learning.
 
We want to also offer at the center seminars, classes and training on all kinds of topics and 
issues. We will be asking volunteers for the community to also come in to teach and have 



discussions on all kinds on these topics.  Some of these folks need something more to do 
and there is little around for them to participate in.  These may include skill development that 
does not lead to production of products but more personal growth.  It might include music 
programs/sing-a-longs, could be historical programs, financial training, crafts or simple 
exercise ideas.  We are dreaming of topics and issues to try out.
 
To operate the REED Workshop Center, we are looking for $9,000 for 2023
 
            $5,400 - Right away to help set up the space and
            $3,600 - at $300 per month the increased cost for more space for this to happen.
 
We will roll this out and offer opportunities as volunteers and funds are confirmed to make 
this a program one, we can sustain.
 
These gifts can include one-time donations but monthly support will allow us to budget better 
and know how to consistently service our neighbors over the long haul.

REED Workshop’s 1010 Project

In Michigan minimum Wage is 
$10.10 an hour. We are looking 
for folks to help us hire one needy 
person for one hour a month (or 
more) to help move them from 
where they are to a place God 
wants them to be.  We are not full-
time employers for these folks, but 
rather a transition - emotionally, financially, and spiritually for these folks. We know they are 
struggling, and we want them to know that we believe in them as one created in God’s 
image and will give them a shot if they too will put in some effort.  
 
Additionally, John 10:10 Jesus says I have come that they might have life and have it to 
the FULL (NIV). For us FULL stands for “F” finding hope, “U” understanding 
themselves, “L” learning something new, and “L” love from God through us. If we can 
start them on that then God will take it from there.
 
Many with the needs they have, emotionally, physically, and spiritually will require small 
steps to help them heal – we are part of the process to get them ready for the full life that 
God wants for them. 
 
Our goal is to have 260 hours of opportunity for the poor, disenfranchise, persecuted, 
disabled and unemployed a month.  That is 260 donors giving one hour a month salary.  If 
folks gave 2 it would be 130 supporters.  If some give more the number goes down. The 
truth is we want and are able to help more than 260 hours a month. This would be 25 – 50 
people a month we could impact.
 



Everyone has 720 hours each month (on average). To fill 2-3 hours with the opportunities we 
want to provide our clients (and future clients), will begin to make a change in their lives!
 
We are also looking for volunteers to help us oversee the projects and be the hands, feet 
and message of God’s love to the folks we work with. You will never know this side of 
Heaven the impact you can have on someone!  Only God knows but He asks us to try!
 
With 260 hour a month we would need $2626 to cover the salaries at $10.10 an hour.
$2626 a month x 12 months = $31,512.  
 

2023 Goal = $31,512
Donors X Wages X months = Goal

260      X 10.10            X 12 =              $31,512
 

Or 
 

1          x $505             X 12 =             $6,060
2          x $252.50        X 12 =              $6,060
5          x $101             x 12 =              $6,060
10        X $50.50          x 12 =              $6,060
20        X $20.20          X 12 =              $4.848
25        X 10.10            x 12 =              $3,030

Total                                                    $32,118
 

We will serve as many folks as we can with whatever fund come in. If it is 3 days a week 
instead of 5 that is still a great start to the end goal.
 

REED Workshop Center                                        $   9,000
10:10 Project                                                           $32,118
 
Total Goal                                                               $  41,118

 
To chat more about these ideas, contact Al Mellinger at almellinger@yahoo.com
 
To give to any of these projects go to marketplacemanna.biz and click on Give tab 
(Development Fund).  We are looking for one-time gifts but really need monthly donations 
especially for the Reed Workshop Center Rent & salaries.

 
Or send a check to 

Marketplace Manna 151 E Michigan Ave, Jackson, Mi 49201

mailto:almellinger@yahoo.com

